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Light Bain Today

Last Shots Today

The weithernigui sags to get
the rubbers, rableoda and umbrellas out became it’s going
to rata today, but not heavily.
The high for today will be from
65-10, making it a please/it day.
Some sea can be expected. 14.
predicts. There will be patio

Students taking the typhoid paratyphoid shot series will reecho their last shot today between 9-10 a.m. ad 2-4 p.m.
In Room 31 of the Main building.
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National Letter Knocks
Calif, Segregation Bill

P.E. Dept. Appoints
Stu Inman Coach

The scope of tacit agreement among fraternal organizations
regarding racial discrimination was pinpointed vividly at yesterday’s
SJS Segregation Committee session.
A mimeographed form letter from the national headquarters of
a local sorority which does not have a discriminatory clause was read
to the group in an effort to show what type of action is being taken
by national Greek organizations to kill Assemblyman Elliott’s bill on
discrimination which is now be-*
fore the State Assembly.
The letter said, "We should like
to see this bill killed in committee
and to accomplish this a deluge
of letters of protest ate required.
Will each of you write your assemblyman, not mentioning your
Student activities during the
Greek affiliation, but making it a
personel matter. Alert other fra- Centennial observance will begin
ternity and sorority members of Stay 8 at 2:30 p.m. when the
your acquaintance and urge them Liunbda Chi Alpha pushcart parade gets underway, heralding the
to do the same."
opening of the Centennial BarbeThe letter claimed also that.
cue celebration at the Santa Clara
"We have found from experiCounty Fairgrounds.
ence that this is only the beThe parade will be followed at
ginning of ’party line’ pressure.
3:30 p.m. by the traditional re11’ this bill is passed it will
lays. A barbecued beef dinner beeventually mean the end of
national fraternities and ’sorori- gins at 5 p.m. and dancing will
follow from ’7-9 p.m.. according
ties in California. since most of
to Ed Adams, centennial publicity
them are 1=11111 se,* ’imdirector.
ported Matt
Either a combo or a 15-piece
The bill. No. 758, asks that band will play for the open air
"No state-owned college or uni- dance, according to Adams. Ticversity, not itudent council or kets for the event will go on sale
student assembly thereof, shall for $1 immediately after Easter
recognize for official campus ac- Vacation.
tivities any student organization
Letters have been mailed to the
which restricts its membership on housemothers of all the fraternithe basis of either race, color, re- ties, sororities and independent
ligion, or national origin."
boarding houses asking the houseThe bill further states that, "If mothers’ cooperation in closing
any provisions of this act or the the houses for the barbecue.
application thereof to any person Trucks and cars will pick up stuor circumstances is held invalid, dents at their houses and take
such invalidity shall not affect them to and from the fairgrounds,
other provisions or applications of Adams said.
the act which can be given effect
The idea of using a "Sparctiwithout the invalid provision or graa" theme must be cleared
application, and to this end the through the office of Dean Stanprovisions of this act are sever- ley Benz, Adams indicated.
able."
The Barbecue eommittee meets
Elliott’s bill has been referred every Thursday t4:5 plan the event.
to fie Committee on Education. Members will meet today in L239.
If passed, the act would be- Those on the committee are Aucome operative July 1, DM. di* Goodwin, Pat Cathcart, MarWeivin Stroud, president of the lene Cotelia, John Murray, MarStudent "V", visited Elliot in gie Jackson, Pat Silverthorn, Les
Olsen, Joy Empey, Sam Wood,
Sacramento Friday and was told
that the bill was aimed chiefly Ben Salvon, Bruce Carter and
at the University of California, Adams.
not the state colleges.

Stu Inman, ell-time San Jose basketball great, was appointed
freshman basketball anal frock coach yesterday.
Glenn S. "Tiny" Hartranft, director of physical education,
amounted the appointment. Infhen will assume h4 now duties es
September I.
The addition of Inman is the second in two days for the SJS
P.E. Dept. Marty Feldman was named to take over line coach duties

Parade Opens
Barbecue Fete
Coming Masy 8

The schools under the University of California are ruled under
a board of regents whereas the
state colleges are under the jurisdiction of the State Department
of Education. The Segregation
Committee will ask the Department of Education to clarify how
the Elliot bill will affect San Jose
State.

Fine Arts Ball
In Basement
The Beaux Arts Ball Is going
underground tomorrow night. The
annual dance sponsored by the
Fine Arts Division will be held
In the basement of the Old Italian
Hotel at 137 St. Augustine St.
"Paris in the Theo’s" Is the
theme for the costume ball. Paintings by Toulouse-Lautrec and his
contemporaries will decorate the
site. Dancing will be from 9 o’clock
on.
Costumes are the order of the
evening and art majors usually arrive dressed as their favorite
artist. Drama majors have been
known to wear the costume of
their favorite or most acclaimed
roIe. A "special" prize is to be
awarded the couple with the best
costume.
A traditional rivalry mdats between the art and dram* departments’in connection with the Ball.
Although they sponsor it jointly,
they can be seen expressing themselves on opposite sides of the
room. The Bohemian artists vs.
the emoting actors. The music
majors have acted as intermediaries in the past.
The actual beginning of the
Beaux Arts Ball seems to be a
long lost fact. The enneensus of
opinion seems to be that it has
gone on as long as there has been
a Fine Arts Division on campus.
Jay Michel’s, of San Jose Playere. simply says. "It’s been going
on for years aliti years and years."

’Stratagem’ Finale
Plays Tomorrow
The "Beaux’ Stratagem" plays
tonight and closes its seven day
run tomorrow night in the College
Theater. Dr. Harold C. Crain Is
directing the show which was
written by George Farquhar in
the 18th century.
The story concerns Archer and
Aimwell, (Wayne Ward and Pat
Garvey) two down on their luck
gentlemen who disguise themselves as matser and servant; the
Innkeeper Boniface (Joe Markham); Scurb, (Bob Montilla) servant to a brutal squire (Bob Gordon) and confidant to the young
ladles (Elizabeth Keller and Barbara Ruhle); and Lady Bountiful
(Shirley A he r n) the squire’s
mother and benefactress of the
countryside.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Tickets .may be purchased In the
Theater Box Office after 1:30
o’clock every afternoon. Prices ire
50 cents with an ASH card,-75
cents with a Faculty card and $1
general admission.

Last Day To Sign
Today Is the last day for
Korean Veterans to den their
Mani, attendance forms, according to Veteran’s adviser
Mrs. Sue Rankin. Veterans who
have not signed during tide
week or who do not fill out
their forms today In Room 121
11111 not receive their subsistence check by April 20, Mrs.
Rankle said.

Predicts Sellout
An early sell ou t of next
Wednesday’s Spring Edition of
Lyke, campus feature magazine,
today by Joel Satwas p
from

business manager.

3.
’

NO. 101

for
departing Bill Perry on
Wednesday.
Inman holds four alltime records at San Jose. In 1949, he set
the individual game scoring mark
when he canned 32 points against
Cal ?WYThe high -scoring forward set
The Villa Hotel in San Mateo the seasonal scoring record that
undergoes a drastic change to- same year when he amassed 521
night as the 1957 Junior Prom,
"Sokuri Wort" (cherry blossom
dance) begins at 9 o’clock.
The dance will be decorated
with oriental decorations, according to Alicia Cardona, Vice-president of the JuniOr Class.
Jerry Gray, the former arranger
for the late Glenn Miller, will
provide the music with his "bend
of today".
FLAYS COLLEGES, CLUBS
Gray’s band has made numerous
college appeeninees from coast to
coast, IS addition to the many
night clubs and hotel. Such ag:
Hollywood Panatilunt the
water Hotel in Chleago, the Co001
nut Grove in Los Angeles and
the Dunes in Las Vegas.
Gray’s popelartty ea mastelan began in Me mid-Mdetles
STU INMAN
when he made several engage... New Cage Coach
ments for the eid Artie Shaw
band. Shawl first record. "Sob- dips. His game average of 14.9
bin’ Blues" was arranged by was eclipsed by Carroll Williams
Gray, and the clank "Begin who averaged 17 per game in
the Beerulne" was also scored 1963.
by Gray.
The new froth coach netted
- After Shaw’s band disbanded 1503
pante in four someone ei=
t
to
the
in 1940..Gray went
Qom Silty eft* edmpetition.
Miller organization where he
his first year in 1947 after wanscored some of Miller’s tap hits, ds/lag onto the aaaripus une
Including "Chattanooga Choo heralded. Coach Walt McPherson
Choo".
"Moonlight Cocktails", had never heard of Inman before
"Elmers Tune" and "Adios."
be showed up for basketball pracCOMPOSED lifOR MILLER
tice one day.
Ws own eceeliddtiona, which he
Innum’s three year scoring total
fee Miller. sr ’’,A..ktring of
of 1333 is another all-Unn Ban
Pearls" and Pennsylvania 6-5000."
Jose high.
Shortly after the Villa Hotel
On the track team, the versaappearance the band is going to
the Hollywood Palladium for its tile Inman, was a member of San
tenth appearance to last eight Jose’s fasted mile relay team.
In 1951, Inman began his coachweeks
Maly Small, chairman of bide ing career at Madera High SchOol.
for the prom, hes announced He moved to Fresno’s Roosevelt
that today is the last chaisee High in 1952 where he was head
to perehase tickets an they will track and basketball mentor.
not be sold at the door.
Inman stepped up to Santa Ana
The sa lea are continuing J.C. In 1954 whire he was head
through today in the outer quad basketball coach and assistant
track coach.
for $2.50 per couple.
Orange Coast J.C. claimed the
Bud Fisher, president of the
Junior Class, has announced that services of bulhart in 1955. Acting
It will not be necessary to wear as hoop coach, his tearns comcorsages, and the dance will be piled outstanding records under
sem If ormal.
his tutlage. They won
and
Fisher also said that although lost 9 In, his first season. This year
the prom is sponsored by the his crew tied for their conference
Juniors, "it is open to all four championship as they scorched to
classes."
a 24-4 seasonal mark.

Junior Prom
Will Feature
Oriental Decor

MILITARY BALL QUEENNancy Frahm (left),
sophomore art major, was crowned Military Bat,
Queen this week by the Air Force and Army ROTC,
cadets. Gall Dahien (next to Miss Frahm) junior’
education major, and Marcia Malatesta (Aged",

freshman education major, were selected to be her
attendants. Miss Frahm, chosen from among mine
girls competing for the title, will preside over the
annual Military Ball to be held Saturday, May 13.
Photo by Bldiedien

Applicants Slow
n Entering Imes
For ASB Posts
Feely senior students have been nominated 14 members of the

Teachers NotninattAll
For Portal. Scholarship

faculty for the DeWitt Portal Memorial Scholarship Awatd, which is
presented annually by the Spartan Alumni Assn.
Candidates will be judged on the basis of sportsmanship, character, leadership and scholastic achievement. In order to qualify, they
must be nominated by a member of the faculty.
Under consideration for the award are: Hal Kenneth Aldridge,

-.Richard Arington, Alfred J. Bahr,
Louise Barsten, Bruce Basset. Leo
Berg, Marvin Branstrom Thomas
M. Callahan, Charles T. Chappell,
Sylvia Cirone, Gary Clarke, Darre, W. Clement, Herbert J. Conley, Richard apiary, Joan Erma,
The Gateway Singers, who are Raymond
Fry, LaVern Gillbringing down the Totters at the more,
ttil
Dare Haien,
hungry i in San Francisco, will be
VeRichard Hayes, Thomas E. Hays,
in Morris Dailey auditorium Tues- Willie James Hollis, Al Julian,
day night at 7 o’clock.
Edward King, Arthur F. Lambert,
The group is three years old. Lloyd G. Leryrn, Kathryn LineThey were organized by Jim berger, James McCammon, Judith
Wood, an East Bay draftsman and A. Mayhew, Frank Moore, Keith
guitar player, who has since left G. Olsen. George Pickwell, Jerry
the group to do a single at the E. Rowe, Fred Seger. Alan Stones,
Purple Onion.
Welvin Stroud, Rudolph Warner,
The Singers started an a trio, Frederick Wessa, Joe Winstead,
then derided that they needed and Ellen Yeaw.
assistance,front the distaff side
This year’s $150 award will be
and eontsolisel---Mitos Eimer/Jew
mlde at the Annual /rote s
(her parents Mated a boy)
quet, April 1. The banquet will
Thomas, contedte and lab asbe held at the American Legion
obtain at the University of Cal- Hall, 325 N. 3rd St.
ifornia. The quartet was now
The scholarship was established
complete. It include. Miss
Thomas as vocalist, Jerry Wai- by the Alumni Assn. following
ter on banjo, Lou Gottielb on Coach Portal’s death in 1953. Porbass, and Travis Edrnonson on tal was an alumnus of SJS and
guitar. The musicians also do boxing coach here from 1934 until
his death in 1953.
their share of singing.

Quartet Plays
Here Tuesday

Miss Thomas’ voice has such a
wide range that it makes possible
some pulse -pounding acrobatics in
harmony. The men, for example,
can switch parts with her for a
chorus, singing the treble while
she handles the bass.
FOLK SONGS REWRITTEN
The Gateways research songs
thoroughly and do their own aritmging..Their repertoire includes
songs that they have rearranged
by changing titles and words and
a few they have written themselves.
They have attempted to take
real folk songs and modernize
them. They can sing of Freud in
one breath and Nero in the next
and the Texas Prison Song in
the third.
Admission Is $1. Spartan Spears
and Spartan Shields will by selling
tickets in the outer quad from
9:30 a.m.-3 pin. today. Monday
and Tuesday:Tickets may also be
ptmhased at the door.
NEW GROUP TO SPONSOR
The concert Is being sponsored
by the newly organized concerts
and Profelisional Artists Committee. It is the first in a series. The
committee is eonsidering contracting Earl "Falba" Hines for a
concert this semester.
Dr. Harald C. Crain is chairman and committee members
Mend* Marcia Moore, Rey
Freeman, Grant Salzman, Mazy
Ana Riling,. BM Sqnlrrs, aad
Bill Sturgeon, student representatives; William Letesdnan.
Dr. Jay McFeiss
b, I
tiocanbers.
’VP

The award wee first presented
at the Novice Boxing Tournament
In 1954. Previous winners are Arthur K. Lund in 1954-55 and Don
Hubbard In t955-56. This year it
was decided to make the award
during the Boxer’s Banquet rather
than at the Novice Tournament.
Emerson "Doc" Arends, Class
of 1948, will make the presentation for the AluMni Assn. Arends,
who was president of the ASH in
1947-48, is presently a member of
the Alumni Mtn. Board of Directors.

Experts Say Fair
Skiing Conditions
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) Re.
port of road and skiing conditions
In the Sierra as announced by the
California State Automobile Assn.
and the Ski Tow Operators Assn.:
Highway 40 --- ,,No chains required: Road dry; Snow line at
Cisco; 70 inches total at 7600 feet;
Weather
Ski conditions fair;
cloudy; Temperature 46.
Highway 30 -No chain
reqiiired; Road dry; ’Snow line at
Twin Bridges; 60 inches at 7(100
feet; siding fair; Weather cloudy;
Temperature 44.

Applications for ASH offices.
class offices and junior and senior
justice positions continue to trickle in as the April 2 deadline nears.
Apparent apathy stems from the
Student Court decision this week
stipulating that students elected
in the March 14-15 balloting must
re-run for office.
Ohly two students signed for
ASB offices yesterday. Alan Walburg, rep r e se n t ative-at-large,
sigoed4or ASH. vice president candidacy and Alice Kunz signed for
female representative-at -large. ’
No one has indicated interest
in running for ASB corresponding
secretary. ASH treasurer, male or
female junior justice or senior female justice. Vacancies remain for
sophomore president, vice president, treasurer, and representative positions as well as junkie’
president, vice president and
treasurer. Senior president, secretary, treasurer, and representative positions have not been Ap-,

Class officers and junior justices who were elected will serve
just under siO weeks because the
Court has ruled that the ASB
amendments which were voted on
at the same time stipulate electiqns for these offices must be
held in the April 30-May 1 elections.
Students who plan to mm for
office should apply for a position
one year ahead of their present
class, according to Chief Justice
Gary Clarke. Freshmen apply for
sophomore offices, sophomores apply for junior offices, and juniors
run for senior offices.

III

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Russia Warns Aggressiveness Against Egypt
May Create Military Conflict in Middle East
MOSCOW
it us s i a warned
France and Israel yesterday that
any new military action against
Egypt would raise "a direct threat
of a broad mililary conflict" in
the Middle Ekst.
The warning came as United
Nations Secrerery_Ognoral Dag
Hammarskiold returned to New
York with Egypt’s stand on the
future of the Suez Canal and the
U.N. emergency force in the Mideast.
High Arab sources in Cairo said
Egypt had agreed in principle to
arbittate through the United
Nations any disputes arising from
its operation of the canal.
Rosenes renewed Intervention in
the Mideast situation followed by
several days a personal letter
from Premier Nikolal Bulganiti to
the Norwegian premier in which
he said the world had obese eke/
to war during the iniraidon 01
Egypt last falL

major at* Waited halting

the sibie In the vast land mass of

immigration of possible Commun- the Soviet Union.
ist chines, agents to the United
States.
An immigration and naturalization service official disclosed in
Ness York recently that Chinese
who entered the United States
illegally will not be prosecuted if
they come forward and admit It
before this Christmas.

surcir SOVIET PLEA

NOT A WHITE SLAVS
WASHINGTONA
state department ’official said yesterday
"It Is highly unlikely" that Iranian bandits are holdings kidnaped
American woman for any slave
trade with Arable.
Reports from Tehran suggeste4
that the kidnaped Mrs. Anita Carroll may be sold as a slave ill

LONDON --The United States SaTudhei Arabia.state department expert
rejected yesterday Russia’s call said a more Credible explanation
for an immediate "temporary Is that the bandits are holdine
ban" on atomic test aspiesions on Mrs. Carroll for ransom or as e
grounds that it may be possible hostage for their own protection.
to carry out undetected tests...
Ile said that as far as is known
Harold Stamen. U.S. delegate here there has been very little
at the fee-power disartniunent slave trade between Iran and
talks here, suggested that Russia Arabia in recent years. The trails
reveal data on all its feet* in the tic, he said, has been almost
ens
past two years so scientists can tire)), in Negroes abducted frail
determine if atOtnic Wale can
ed a suggestion nogg
take place without other nations
discovering them.
Tehran that Mts. Carroll

Highway 108--No chains rewould
quired; Road dry; Snow line at
Informed sources indleitod be an unusually great Orbse fog
6000 fee1ti.111 Man at 7000 feet; V.8. HALTS CITINESE ENTRIES
that un- idtve traders because of her fad
HONG KONG - - The United strong western
Skiing good: Weather cloudy;
States govertenegt has taken a detected lists mit well be pos. db.
Temperature

443.

wit

-
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11.1T4E MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

STATE COLLECE

Mday, Mardi 24...
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Placement Office Offers 200 Jobs;
Only One Available Six Years Ago
you graduating seniors who have your choice of More
Than 290 business and professional job -interviewing opportunities:
don’t take ’em for granted.
In 1951 you would’ve had only one.
When, six years ago Pacific Telephone and Telegraph furnished
Hi. only interviewing business representative on campus, today its
not unusual to receive top company ropretentetives in our interviewing rooms at the rate of 50 perilsmonth," reveals Dr. E. W. CamTHE H. OT SE.47’
cute, 5.18 placement officer.

A word to

GROWTH COMES HARD
This incredible growth in campus Interviewing did not come
easily, as both Dr. Clements and
his predecessor, Dr. Vernon A.
Ouellette, will tell you.
"When I took the job of placement officer in 1951, it was up
to use to put teacher-placement
and business-placement together
under one roof," Dr. Ouellette explains. "One of my biggest jobs
was letUng the major corporation, knew that we had thousands
of top graduates ready to go to
work, and now had office facilities for interviewing representsGees.
"Before, big business had left
ELIS out in the cold when considering college graduates as prospective employees.",
Dr. Ouellette also spoke on the
then new placement operation.
. to anybody who’d listen to
me," be recalled.
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Lancers Answer
As Crew Cuts_Cut

From

Facksli Bill

By RANDIE E. POE
The $5000-per-week Crew Cuts
complete their Facks II engagement Wednesday and will give.
way to the muted throbbings of
the Lancers.
The Lancers spotlight Corky
Liadren. San Jose..State graduate who has carved out a reputation as one of the smootheet
bawl singers In big-time music.
Barlitonint Bob Potter, who labored at (’al, also has drawn
accolades for his nifty work.
It was "Sweet Mama, Tree Top
Tall," which first elevated the
Lancers into, the top musical
charts. They followed this with
"Mr. Sandman," a tune which is
still netting them considerable
currency.
1110-LIMEMI have played some
of the’ esuntry’s biggest chary
he the heat two years. with sto,Ps
. nt the Cops la New Turk, the
last Frontier in Las Vega*, and
Hollywood’s Ciro’s.

51tOULP NAVE SEEN Mt PEA4ONSTIZA1ION LAST IF.A1Z.

Over Half of Men
At SJS Are Vets
By TOM BREFFY
Nearly half of San Jose State’s
3000 full-time male students are
veterans, according to Korean
Vet’s ativIstlit Hrs. Sue Rankin,
and figures released yesterday
by Glenn Guttorrnsen, head of the
accounting office.
More than 2500 veterans are attending al./S this semester, an Increase of 50 team last semester.
Of these, 2300 are Korean, Vet trans, 180 are attending under
Cal-Vet provisions and 14 men are
attending under World War 11
laws. In addition to than, there
are a number of veterans who have
used up all veterans entitlement
under the vests subsistence lawa.
The figure 2500, it Well beloW
the record Veteran attendance at
WS. In 1545 more than 2900 vets
wirolied-itt-the nellege.
Kbrean veteran attendance has
been increasing since the bill was
mood ht 1952. Last year only
1300 Korean’ Veterans xiere attending the college. In September
the figure was upped to over 2250
and this semester It rose another
50.

Third PlaVinner of ’Spirit of Sparta’ Essay. Contest

prize winner
, Thisertsay. thi
" In the Spirit Of Sparta essay
contest held last semester, is the
second uinning essay to be published in the SPARTAN DAILY.
The find prier’ essay will appear
soon.
The author of this work, Dilates Opele, is a senior econniniell

major.,
THE SPARIT OF SPARTA
ortkis

ILEJINA
By DZINTA
R

-----The.-gtory-of-a3reece has been
lauded ter many centurtes-Lilce
the waves of the Mediterranean
clasping the shores of. Helms,
praises have risen in greet bursts
at times, and at times they have
subsided. Yet through all age;
the dusty ruins of Acropolis, the
magnificent tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophoeles, and Euripides, the
formally perfect and beautiful
oculptures of Medias and Priudteies, and the golden wisdom of
Aristotle and that most tin -Greek
of Greeks - Plato Ito name Only
the greatest Of the great) have
borne material testimony to the
splendor of Classic Greece. It was
Athens. however, and not Sparta.
that _aartatrea these men. It was
Athens. not Sparta, that built the
Acropolis - .Athene, where beauty and virtue and .goodness were
By BILL HOWARTH
synonyms and f re edom of
A week ago today an unmarried son for miming the exam.
thought and action, a rweessify in
San Jose State College student
The student sat in his car and living the good, complete life.
received an exam paper back from ate his lunch. The. milk in his
But what of Sparta? led the
an butructor. The grade was "F." thermos was sour.
heroic captain -general of the en-‘
He knew he didn’t deserve it.
He read the n(’wspaper. In a
tie went to his car in the park- story on the front page a VIP tire Hellas against the Persians
ing lot. It was mis-parked. There ha Washington D.C. was quoted expire without leaving anything to
was a ticket under his windshield as stating (grimly) that an H- rxisterity7 indeed. it is not so: for
even though -Sparta left no grawiper.
Bomb dropped on "14" city would
What can one do when one can’t deltroy 10 to the millionth power diiise ruins. no sublimed ramatic
and artistic masterpieces, no wen-find -a- -place-to park alid_alleillik.osamaar_a_lairasia-beings.
derful philosophical theiirics. it
an important exam in a clam? A
One another page a man had left a spiritual heritage win -thy of
Class given by
liaL ...nstRuet4e wii cut his wife up with an axe and reverence. If tedey there is little
will onl3’
as
a Ma" fed her to the garbage disposal material proof of Spartan great1"
unit in the kitchen.
ness, it is because Sparta lived its
The student never had liked art; Sparta used its tragedies:
stale bologna.
Sparta lived its philosophical
His girlfriend came by and he theories. Sparta Ikea e% ea its eav.
took her across San Fernando ernmental scheme: for, instred of
Street and bought her an ice materializing it in writing, the
Spartan tradition was to ineelcate
cream cone.
ti. In short,
On their way back across the the laws through cusen
street with the ice cream they 1 Sparta lived its glories sod its
taneitile
were almost run over by a speed- downfall, leaving little
evidence of either L ife a nd
ALL I ASX ing car.
thought wore one in Sparta. am)
/3 TOM LEFTALON£
They sat together on the steps
together thqy produced the Spirit
Build
of the Speech and Drama
until APRIL I .
of Sparta. Since Sp.irtan life could
not exist willsea ile Spartan
the day of fun
The time was 11:45 a.m.
Spirit, which in turn euuld ii it
Suddenly Earth (threat. It fright- exist williOut the Spartan ,c-a of
galore if you
ened both of them. The scoop of life, it is applopriate I,, Oil ii(P at
have bought
ice cream fell off the girl’s cone. both.
- - The Dorian’’, who settled hi
They-looked at each other:
your fun-makers
"Will you marry me before It’s the plains of Lacedon during the
at . . .
too late," the student said to the northern invasions, added in the
weventh or sixth century before
girl. He meant it seriously.
5heAappa
Christ to their territory also
They’re Mr. and Mrs. now.
that of the fertile valley Of MM"The Store with the
And that’s the story they’ll tell
smut, Unlike other Greelei, the
College Education" the quizmaster if they ever get Dorians did not fuse with the
on one of them TV quiz shows.
conquered inhabitants, but In.
- stead reeluced them to helots,
condemning thenewlveir to stand
on guard over them forever after.
Dr. Clement% Whio Carried on
Ouellette’s work In UN and even
now is broadening the service’s
scope, views placement as one of
the college’s key functions. Both
men know the placement service
They’ll compete with Dinah
often is the only contact outside Washington, currently packing
companies have with SJS, and the ’em in at the swinging Blackhawk.
only standard by which they can
It looks as if the impresarios in
Judge the school’s calibre.
the City have finally got off the
Dr. Ouellette, now associate dime and are now ready to feature
professor of business, calls the top talent.
8.15 placement service "undoubtJUKEBOX JINGO: San Jose
edly one of the strongest public State grad, Cal Tjader, will join
relations facets this college has." Dave Brubeek for an eastern
WS grads who’ve received jobs swing in April, hitting many
via Ouellette and Clements agree Imidwestern colleges and univer-

’Rocker Instigates Matrimony

,g.

For the sake of security, inteinal as well as external, Spat tit

maintained a continuous military strong dlatipline and self-control,
training with strict regulation or and itubordlitation of the individall aspects of life. The frugal ?KW ual to UM State.
itary scheme of use Spartan state
Yet, midis subordinate, the
is ascribed to the law-giver Ly- Spartan Was at the halite time
cergua who in thiseighth century an intrinsic rrt:’of the’ ratite,
before Christ, recalled from his Whose exiatenee.wan worth his
journeys in Crete and’ Asia Minor life. Men were born again. Sparby the Laceciaernoninis atoned- ta einild produce new Spartan%
ited with having established the but one*. -gone, t lie old Sparta
method of government, the laws, could never tie reproduced. II’
the educational system, in short - piete loyalty to Laredo!, Is ties the way of life of ancient Sparta Spirit of Sparta. There is true
we- know’. it-tioday-fromtdranenr-In-the unlimited’ daViiwritings of Plutarch, Ther-yalarxix lion and moral- duty that theArigtotie, and other ancient wri- Spartan’felt towards his coun.7
ters.
try,liettid net alniplyiore Oat.
.
Plutarch relates that Lyn-IT-hs; be wasn’t just proud of itgum obtained a rhetra from the
the Spartan could not live withraid, of Delphi concerning the
out it. Surrendering his life for
government of Sparta,
gerSparta was the greatest servousta and later the ephors were
ice he could perform In fulfilling his duty. Thus Leonidas with
to eveereise alomst unlimited
authority, for while the demos
three hundred men did not reeditilli contradict, it hail no powtreat to save liven for Sparta;
er to submit countereropoeals,
he remained at Thermopylae
tarn the, power of contradicfighting the overpowering
tion via, removed during the
hordes of Xerxes and died
tree:gn of Polydorus and Theo"obeying her command." There
poniptis ley a rider to the rhetrd
I glory In the words:
which stated that . . . "If the
"Go, friend. tell Laledsemon: In
people is,-,- of the opinion that
this Land three lie, obeying her
the proposal le not_
right, the
command."
’
elders :toil king- Must adjourn
Iaie infTdrY-1017171Treta scums
the nicetIng." ’Ibis totalitarian ’such as the ruins of Acropolis
dictatorship evtinguislied the have never known; there is tracommon voice completely. Yet gedy in this Moment for deem
such a government was indis- than any written by Sophoclee:
pensable -if efficiency were to there is, a philosophy here far
be preserved in osarding th4 stronger than that of Plato’s IleItectilitY of Sparta.,_
eablE._for_ here. Ille_had been
Lycurgus patterned the educa- and spent. A hundred years later,
tional system after the one tie had when Sparta, according to Pluobserved in Cr. to, which alone tarch,. was being corrupted by the
seemed best suited to fulfill the ’ precious metals flowing in Irons
purpose of making flpartaet great the defeated Athenian empire, the
military power. Mount Taygetus same spirit still echoed in .the
was the grave sit -weakthsga turf words of Agistrats; who, seeing
which Sparta had no use. The I the dead. bodies of her son king
healthy boy, however, at the age , Aga and her mother, did not beof seven was submitted to an in -H wail the injustice, but ’Instead exflexible: meticulous organization claimed, "May -this be for the
that trained him in mental .and good of Sparta." The Spartan
physical discipline. Directness and state was slowly dissipating, but
objeetivity were developed through the spirit still lived.
insiaance on short, meaningful
Thus -slides sums up all that
expression, courage and restraint Sparta and Spartans stood for in
were, inspired by means of severe the words he ascribes to king
cret c metre praising Spartan archideMUS during the Spartan
fl War debates’:
ciency were taught by physical
"
.. We have ,never failed
exercises arid’ ’hardy competitive to keep our country free . . .
activate!.
and the only qualitiee that they
to remove the evils of envy,
criticize may prove to be simply judgment and self-control.
avarice. isn,i insolence, Li
Were ,redaltled, iron money inWhatever they are, they liretroduced, and superfluous arts
acne us, alone in Heidi% from
excluded. As a final measure
being -thrown off etsr balance
against luxury of any kind, comby stieeetet or demoralized by
mon meals were established.
failure
We are soldierly be Self-sufficiency ..and tielf-c910101r----cauI-0*-Iallseatarainnection betweet,: self-control and self-reWere the gears el Spartan Ilfe.
The Spartans did not consider !meet and courage; while we are
it to be against their dignity to etatestmudike beesanie we a re
submit themselves to the totali- not educated to be so clever as
tarian dictetnrship and military to deapke the rules, but with
regulations of Sparta. Submission sternness it
inspires us With
Co them was a Kantiiin intPerative, sufficient self-control to observe
something which they chose of them."
’This to th-e---tottt -et Sparta:
(Twir own 1iSj1fl because to
them the welfare of the state was Sparta mustbe free; then its citthe supreme duty. The welfare of izens shall be free. No self-control
the state, however, could he main- and discipline, military or civil,
tained most efficiently through regardless how great, can make
military strength, which In turn them sieves. Life itself is not too
reqiti red Ineticultala training, dear to pay for this’freedom.
z
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Foreign Car Saks & Service
635 Ueiversity Ave., Los Oates. Calif.
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Santa Clara St,
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FREE DELIVERY WITHIN CITY,
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JUDY’S CHEERFUL
LITTLE EARFUL intude to make -those s oil n il

waves sit up sad take notice:
ever hear of the HI Fidelity
Show that was recently in San
Francliwut The record is
that dominates the demonstration of the equipment is AUDIO FIDELITY and the *mind
produced !rum these recordings
Is something to statist up and
cheer about. New albums added
to tbeIrraiiready fantastic repertoire are ’Music of the _illiali.._.
fights" (101. 3), "It u k es of
Dixieland" (vol. 2), "Trinidad
Steel Band." 3 albums of accordion with orcheatrin and a
ecorded
special organ album
lee the purpose of ’the HI Ft
Show.. . FOR THOSE WHO
PREFER TAPE: a Harrison
catalog of prerecorded tapes
(mensurai, ,stereophonic,
starked and staggered) la yours
up,m request at COAST
RADIO. Also, we recently rereived a shipment of clatoileal,
pop, and Jazz mtero tape.’ you
Will be interested.in ... Again
la stock: 12" pluatte covers for
added protestion to those
highly protected records from
4PORJ4T .’ . . FREE TO ALI,
who pWehacse a record (Fri. it
Sat.)t chemically treated record elslsning cloth (please present thls column. DON’T WAIT
’TIL NEXT WEEK TO GET
ORGANIZED -hurry down to
COAST RADIO, 266 So. 1st
for your ,clitaning cloth and
Mose rewords you’ve been Wanting.
By JUDY- WALDNER
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- , So* aid Ittiy What
Um
OPEN
- Complete Dinners
We Spectate.
Just
7 DAYS A WEEK
In Hammed*
, 1.00 to 1.50
11:00 am. to 8:00 pen.
’ Desserts
ITS SOUTH ’FIRST
ACROSS FROM KRESS
teci000s00000sosooreteAorsowow..w.c.1~..egosoweow-mi.,

You’ve Heard About It,
Why .Not See For Yourself?
Its a hideaway
with -a
_personality
- --

Top flight
entertainers
every

--Open Daly

11 A.M. .2 A.M.

KER,OSRAECNESET.CTLUB
One rock South of New Sears
Straight Out San Carlos Street
-Mt

COMING to FACK’S
--The Lancers
commie WEDNESDAY. APRIL 3

II

...Craw-Cua
NOW

APPEARING

FACK’S
DANCING

960

Cl

BUSH

STREET..

0e4useie4
’Ziliteouhtl" raVe Pijja
Arinder

Sandwichc3 cur Speciality

Choice of Italian Co’d Cuts, Hot Sausage,
Meatballs
Full Foot-Ing loaf of Dread
With all the Trimmings
And, of course, Baked Lasagna

or

Space available for your party, whether its 20Jor 200.
Drive out El Camino, just past Santo; Clara ettr.
Take Out Orders
Phone AX 6452
or go to 3044 II Camino, Santo Clara
GRANDVIEW SHOPPING CENTER
Only a Step Away’ front the :Moonlight Drive-In

USF Scores In Ninth To Edge SJS, 7-6

Richard
Confer

Judy

Holiday

"FULL OF LIFE"
plus

Rory Calhoun

"UTAH BLAINE"’
eirererrearre46011.

cpartent cportd

Deborah

Robert

Kerr

Mitchum

plus

--

"STORM WARNING"
Scott Briidy Male Powers

MAYFAIR
Glenn Ford Eleanor Parker
- "INTERRUPTED MELODY"
Nfitc..;o Gssmnn Elisabeth Taylor
-- -- "RHAPSODV"
Student Rates

National Meet

RANCHO

EL

Elizabeth
Taylor
’
James Dean in

Rock
Hudson

hi Utah Today

"GIANT"
Wall Disney’s
"SPRING FROLICS"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Gordon MacRaeShirley Jones
in

"OKLAHOMA"
plus

HREE BRAVE MEN"

lICW

7-306 0

"PRIVATE PROGRESS**
_Thir funniest British comedy since
"Genevieve." You’ll Musk horn th
first-minis and eseeestopi Added
91450S OF THE ROAD" pies
"LAND OF THE MOLE-

SAG2AITOCici
UNION T-3 010.

T e show that cannot
be shown in San Jose.
Adults

LOUIS oaROCHENONTS
ANIMA. EAW4
Er TECHNICOLOR
Rnordell
GeORGI:

,,J.’.4 1110744at lleat-Sd14,

0
0
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A
R
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WHO WAS THIS MAN
THEY CALLEDAstet?’
---

San Jose State skiers will compete in the fourth annual National
Collegiate Ski Meet at Snow Basin. Utah, today,. tomorrow and
Sunday.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards will take
his three top skiers to the meet:
Bill Young, who. will participate
In the slalom, down hilt and: jump
iteerterr-dtm-Nyst.,..., whey-will
show his form in the slalom, down
hill, jump and cross country events;
and Rolf Godon, whb will participate in the cross country and
jumping events.
_ The top college skiing crop,
some 83 slatmen from all parts
of the-United States, mill compete
in the meet. The 83 skiers will
represent 20 teams, with Denver
University Pioneers, _optional title
holders for the last three years,
favored to repeat for the title.
San Jose State is rated’ as the
top California team participating
In the meet with a good chance to
he among the top six teams in final
team standings.
Other rugged foes are Dartmouth, Idaho, Colorado, Utah,
Western State, Wyoming, Whitman, Washington State. and Middlebury College.
Heading the parade will he several Olympians, plus a number of
repeating natIonal champions.
Chick Igaya, repeating national
’title holder in the slalom and Alpine and a member of the Japanese
Olympic tean1 will represent Dart.
mouth.

SJS Meets UC
rt.

The Spartan gYmnastIe team
entertains California here todual niect In the
morrow for
Men’s Gym starling .it 1:30
P.m.
Ben Plat, who plowed third In
the NCAA rope climb with a
Hone of 5.7,- heads the list of

, Bear performers.
p.
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4\ From time to time on the sporting front, excited men with heated
brainpans do things which stain the true purpose of athletics.
Sports, by -and -large, are completely devoid of prejudice and
petty hhui. A man’s skin color, his religion, or the number of polka
. dots on his wife’s bikini are incomiequentiaL Only one’s performante on or off the field will go into the record book.
Two recent incidents, however, one in Mississippi, the other in
Oklahoma City, have tossed athletics in those states for big losses. The
Mississippi. affair, which involved the beating of twt . colored prep
Players, is typical of that state. The Oklahoma occurrence was not
expected.
Oklahoma City basketball coach Abe Lemmons must have been
keeping his ammo dry for some time, yearning for an opportune
moment to explode. When the Leaning Tower of Lawrence, Wilt
Ire stilt) Chamberlin destroyed (31-81) hiri basketball team. itchy mouthed Lemmons rut loose with his verbal avalanche.
Lemmons was naturally unhappy as the Stilt hit 30 points,
plucked both boards dry, and slapped ten Oklahoma City shots hack
Into the red -faces of his shooters. Few coaches would sit back and
giggle while their teams were being powdered.
But Lemmons Of we are to believe three different sources) descended to the bottom rung of the moral ladder when he resorted
to racial castigation and slander. The fart that he reportedly apuligired can hardly erase the damage done.

Out To Get The Stilt
READY TO SHINEPayne Oreene (shove) tangles with startford’s
reek Herrmann In the broad jump tomorrow. Greene sailed 23 ft.
I-1/4 in. In the Interclass; Herrmann, a San Jose lad, hopped 24 ft.
$ in. 1444 week._

ikers Engage

Rufous

A UNIVERSAL INTERN/JAMS FIEJEiRE

Al Lightner, the highly competent official who worked the contest, said It was evident "that Oklahoma City_was out to get Chamberlain., The real trouble seemed to be that Chamberiitin esnd King
were dark-skinned."
Lemmons was said to have remarked before the game that there
would be trouble "if that big
piles into any of my kids." After
hi team had been legally butchered, he attempted to downgrade the
ability of Kansas’ two Negro stickouts.
Lemmons’ tourists( melodrama of words won’t change the totals on the scoreboard. His phrases are the inept rationalisations of
a loser and few people are Interested In healing a loser tear down
the victorious opposition.

’Williams Doesn’t Bunt Well
0.c. coach was said to have

it’s merely academic to say that Stanford is favored over San
that the Stilt can’t
Joss gate and fhe Santa Clara Youth Center in tomorrow’s 2 p.tn. hook. This Is far from being "stop the remarked
press" news. But, then again,
frock collision at Spartan Field.
Ted Williams doesn’t bunt too well.
Still, there’s a good chance that some local spikers will tea
We’ve observed the Stilt twice (once this year against Cal; once
victories into their levis before the day is over.

last year). If he Isn’t -too

good," as was suggested, somebody please
Ray Norton, the Spartans’ mercury-footed sophoi-noreA going inform Northwestern (Stilt scored 52 against them), Wisconsin the
Billy
by
established
in
1942
mark,
dash
after the school 100-yard
hlt 32, picked off 21 rebounds), or Missouri (he hooped 26 and blocked
*smith .it 9.3. Norton’s flying :20.8

ATO, DU Sustain
First ’lace Spots
In Fraternity Loop
- Alpha Thu Omega ,end Delta
Ufseeleemeinteineete=-their- /seekand -neck race to -the wire for the
Intramural Fraternity. Lea gue
championship last night by turning back two stubborn opponents-Kappa’Tiu and Theta Xi, respectively -in the Spartan Gym.
ATO and DU are both undefeated with 1-0 -records, arid- wttf
meet head on nest Thursday night.’
ATO bent KT. 64-48, and DU
nipped TX, 38-30.
In’ o t her Fraternity League
games played –ast night, Sigma
appa.
Nu defeated Phi Sigma
52-42; Delta Sigma Phi- tipped
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 33-31; and
Signils Chi trounced Kappis Alpha,
56-24.
Intramural Leagiw standings:
FIATEENITY LEAGUE
Teen,

.T.

Omied.

Delhi Upsilon
Slaw CM
Slipata Hu
Delta Siesta Pls1

kappa Alpha
Theta XI
Varna alpha laniloo
Ft.I Signs* Kapli
KPC.4 Tani

Lambda Cbi Make

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
W
Tem
I.
6
I
Pi Kappa All.
Top-A-Xiy.Flue
I
7
4
4
Grow foOHRI
4
4
lettortiatiorialt
a ’ 4
Plorimws Nee
t -X
SOON
I
OEM II Sigma
I
FigloNag Fiera
1
Rod Sou’s
7
r

INTELCOAST LIAGYI
Testa
Sparrets
kolas
!Fr.
Hersinan Club
Dugout Dandies
Fsetu.re
Tao Hug Keg
Theta Chi
lialisr Hall ,Flw
Spartan CM

4

4

in the Interelsuia. picnic actually
cracked the old 220 record of
:20
Pifyne Greene. the Santa Bar,tiara brondJumper, could be
ready to surprise Stanford’s
Frank Herrmann, a 24 ft. S In.
!raper. Spartan (ireene sailed ER
In. in his first competition
ft. -1
21 ft.
tineerlied
this’ lair,
4 In. jump late’ last ..1,1 SOO. Many
observers are %suiting for him to
explode.
Stanford’s Don Chesarek hoofed
a 49.1 quarterrnile lost week but
Spartans PaiiI_Valerie could
bop him with a good kick. Valerie
is on the books with a :49.9.
H’ILLIAMSON BEST
The Indians’ Ray Williamson
should ’gobble up the shotput field
ft. 8% in.’. Stanford’s Hank
Roldan (211 ft. 6 in.) and Kirk
Neiland 120 ft. in. undoubted y
will Monopolize the javelin.
SJS skipper Bud Winter wi
use Fred Green. who- apparently
has recovered from a throat Infection, in the 880. It will be
Green’s first whirl in the halfmile.
He has cantered a 4:28 mile. Spartan Ron Gross. A lad with little
previous expci from, already h a s
scooted to a 1.57 clocking.
Stanford’s conies in the halfmile have been selected as "dark horse" choices to cop the Pacific
Como Conference crown. Joe Woollen. who corni.s down the stretch
like Swaps, wag clocked in 1:56.9
last week. Ism Richardson, his
mate, ran site tiy-side with Wool loft and whirlid past the tape In

Wresiting Meet
Opens April 9

Intramural Wrestlfng Tournament will be held from Tuesday,
April 9, until Thursday, April 11,
2
in the Men’s Gym in two separate
leagues- indef.-idea and frameelth the winners of each
weight division for the leagues
wrestling for championships.
The Annual 11..Nee% limitnet
Weighins will begin on April 9
will be held
at 7:30 p.m.
at 10 a.m. in the Steers Gym with
in the American Legion flail
bouts stchedill11 for 4 p.m. the
George Millom, pai nre.iifient same day.
of the Alumni ..Voori., wilt be the
The weieht divisions, according
glIESt Plileaker.
to Mitch %Viol-Ater, Inter-FraterPhi Sigma Kappa fraternity!. nity Council athletic chairman are:
and Kappa Alpha Theta sorority 12.1, 130, 137, 147, 157, 467, 177,
are nponlorIng the affair.
191, and heavyweight up to 225

Feast for Boxers

12 shots).
We could suggest that Lemmons’ mouth be washed out with
klax although that wouldn’t mollify the predicament. The Mississippians argue from an "equal but separate" platform. But the devil
also can quote scripture to support his viewpoint.

Be The Last

It W011’t
It would be nice If we could prophesy that racial bias is on its last
legs. But Lemmons’ comment won’t be the last. We’ll continue to Ingitt
holloW hoots, especially when teams sparked by Negro stars thrash
’4visite" aggregations. --.
-Letemons and his backwoods herd should display a paielonate devotion, not to talking themselves into the title, but to building
better ball club. Hard labor, not cheap chatter, will determine their
destiny.
As for the Stilt and Xing -- and hundreds of other colored athletes they
can’t be bothered by Lemmons’ words. There
titles
won.

are

Swimmers Meet Aggies
In Dual Match at Davis

A&M Auto Repair
General Auto Repair
Hydramfics a SpciIfy
Student Rafe,
CY 11-4747
Sc.
4E6 E. Sea Salvador
-.CCP

San

$1111

10th 1 Santa Clara

CY 2-0462

STATE
MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Fine Meats
at
Bargain Prices
Oven Ready
Fresh Fryers

4k lb.

Boneless Fresh
Veal Stew

45c lb.

Shoulder
Veal Chops

4k lb.

.......

CRYSTAL cafe
make your favorite
"MEETING" place .
your favorite
EATING place!
fiateelsg:

MAK
PRIME RIB
DINNERS

$150

All Mawr’ Include:
T---11;reen Salad
with Roquefort Dressing
Baked

Potato

Bar-B-Q Beans
TABLE

SERVICE

Jose Health Club

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION

SALESMEN

MEN INTERESTED IN
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES

Requirement: graduate in
Biological Science, Pre-Med, Bacteriology,
or Business Adrniersfratian with
some Science Majors.

u4

4.1
Crest Stin, f!phop

sToKrs

’,PST ST

RAN JOSE 13.

LIADING TAMALE
PARLOR
FEATURING SPANISH
FOOD TO TAKE HOME
CT 4.II656
13 N. FIRST

Interviewing at Son Jose State
College Placement Service Room 100
Wednesday, April 3
9:20 A.M.-I 2 Noon

PIPES FOR
DISCRIMINATING SMOKERS
PETERVA
AtwOOD
SAPLING
G.1.0.

enivrar,,Pummit. sAsim

,
’

BAKMAS
HOUSE OF FLOWERS

event

a.

-

from

a ty swimming action will be yard breaststroke and MeComber
Dine Fri. & Sat. Miss
resumed today as the Spartan nailed down the 220 and the 445)
42 W. San Fernando Street
rmen will travel to Davis to yard freestyle.
meet the Cal Aggies in a dual
match.
Jose State will be favored In
the state college event because
of a win over San Francine State
Wednesday in the Gators’ pool.
ONE YEAR FREE!
The Bay City team defeated the
If flies* results are not obtained
Aggies earlier In the season.
within 60 days.
Art Lambert, the Spartan speed.
GAIN
REDUCE
stet. loafed in the 100 yard free3" on your CHEST
4" on your WAIST
style event at SFS.- winning in
2" on your ARMS
3- on your HIPS
:58 seconds. Lambert holds the
2" on your LEGS
3" on your LEGS
with
school record in this
15 Lbs. WEIGHT
II Lb,. WEIGHT
a time of :53.7, set against the
Oakland YMCA in the Spartan
GUARANTIED
Pool.
or year
Don’t become dull because of lack of
Lambert was In on the two
MONEY
winning relay teams at SFS, the
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
400 yard medley relay and the
SACK
Health Club. 413 E. Santa Clara Street
400 xard free style relay, and the
CY 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.
water ace also captured a first in
the 50 yard freestyle.
Stan McConnell and Rollo KMvisfo were all by themselves In
the 200 yard backstroke as McConnell nipped his teammate by .6
second, winning in 2:28.6.
San Jose State’s other win came
in the diving events as Bob Eustis
and Ron Riley placed one-two over
the Gator competition.
Brooks de Laneaux and Jim
McComber turned In double wins
for the Gators, 1;44) Laneaux took
200
the 200 yard butterfly and

41 No,

FEATURING SPECIAL
RATES TO COLLEGE
GROUPS-

25 S. 3rd
Open 7:30-6. Sat 7:30-1

Lemmons Kept His Ammo Dry

... ..=........

IONYCURI1S.MARIRAKYR
CHAILEBICKFORD.KAIHRYN GRANT

vit

ROLLERLAND
1060 THE ALAMEDA
CY 2-3212

e,’
----7-- ’
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Skiers -Enter

BACHELOR SERVICE
LAUNDRY
FAST SERVICE
In at 9 Out at 5

R H

I 0
7 2
02
O I
I I
0 0
I I
1 2
02
O 2
H
Len Jena
6 le 4
0 8 3 I 0 0 0 2 0
7141
I 0 2 0 I
USE
.2 0 0
EWallgron, Gedsby, 2, Columba., ciao:
11111Csmuso, I, Clifford, Colunibo, Xellion,I,
LaRocca, Eraphotta, I; 28HHodgen, Scramaqua, Cunaimptatn; 110HKara.
Camino; SH--8.4ancsola, Bragitetfo; LOOSan
OPCanwso, Hodgan, LintsJos* 6, USE
1111Ochog 3.
wily, 2; SOOckeis 6, Sara.
Kara, 2; 110Oct.. 6, Kara, 6.

MR. ALLISON"

of Spdrtan Athletics

The Spartans are back home
meet cross-town
rival Santa Clara. Larry Peterson will toss ’em up for the locals.
In yesterday’s fray, Spartan
hurler Dale Ocken was tapped
for 14 hits, 7 runs and his first
the year
Jerry Clifford socked his second
hantlfr in as many games along
with a single to maintain his toy- ’
rlt hitting pace. Chuck Camdso,
fill in short-stop, also clouted a
four-baser and a single to bat In
three Spartan tallies.
San Jose scored two runs in the
eighth inning to even the spore at
six all, only to hive the Dons come
back with theirltinth inning garhe
winner.,
s
San Jcit (6) All It H USF (7)
Wlestaag, cf 4 I 0 Sconelia, Hs
u 5 I 2 Laws, H
Hodgen 2b
6 I I Kyrie, p
Postoinify, lb 4 I I gallon, If
I I 0 Maitctola, If
Schmidt,
4
2 easslues.
Clifford, c
4 0 1 Mat. lb
Columba, If
3 I j Cuagham, lb
Godtby. rf
Virg, rt
t 0 II Iltaglieltact
Ocken, p
4 0 I Wallgrea, rf
LaRocca, c

"HEAVEN KNOWS,

the BENCHWARMER

isgain today to

Canso*,

WEST

sad

Counting their last diamond meeting, it was USF 20 and San
Daily Report
Jose 20 at the end of 17 innings, but the Dons went and spoiled the
thing when they scored a run in the last of the ninth yesterday, to
Friday, March 29, 1957
defeat the locals, 7-6, in San Francisco.
In a previous game, the two clubs slugged to a 14-14 stalemate.
Had the greedy Dons not scored the tie breaker, no felling what
might have happened. It was growing dark once again in ’Frisco,.

STUDIO

GOLDEN

DRY CLEANERS

Spartans Play Broncos;
Peterson Starts on Hill

- Show Slate .
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Beck To Tell
’True Story’
To Members

Friday, March 29, 1167.

SPARTAN DAILY

Businessmen Speak
In Lecture Series

A series of 15 talks by business
leaders in San Jose and the Bay
Arne is being sponsoted this semester by the Business Division. The
addressee are being given each
Tuesday in Morris Dailey Auditor-

Guest Nurses
From Okinawa
Visit Camputi
Three nurses from Okinawa.
with their interpreter, visited the
Department of Nursing this week.
Miss Nobu Madambashi, chief
of the nursing division, Mrs Taeko
Kinjo, public health nurse consultant, and Miss Hiromi Oshiro.
Instructor at the Midwife School,
are employees of the Government
Hospital and Public Health Service
for the Ryukyu Islands and are
stationed in Okinawa.
The group is spending six
months studying public health departments and schools ’In the
United States. They were referred
to SJS, with its four year degree
program in nursing, by the California State Health Department.
The group is interested in estab.
li shing a four year collegiate
school of nursing in Okinawa under the Prefeefunil University
Hospital. They observed SJS student nurses in the litielice laborotories, the freshman nursing classes on campus, and hospital clinical
laboratory work at the Santa
Clara County Hospital.

Sothillrork-Irat
Has New Officers
The social work fraternity,
,amgiSirF’new
met recently to elect
officers and to plan a tentative
schedule of spring activities.
The newly elected officers include, Ron Outland, president;
Susan Strahl. vice-president; Lisa
Horwitz. secretary, John Poisan,
treasurer; and Irene Stoliar, publicity chairman.

to 1:20 p.m. under
ium from 12:
the sUpervision of Dr. Vernon A.
Ouellette, associate professor of
business.
Several of the talks have already been given and the schedule
for the remainder of the semester
Includes the following speakers:
April 2: George Peacock, manager
of the San Jose Merchants Aston.;
April 9: A.P. Hamann, San Jose
city manager; April 23: Edward
English, assistant to the president,
Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Co.;
April 30: N.J. Menard, Santa Clara
County district attorney.
The concluding group of speakeT-Whicludes: May 14: Frank Free.
man, columnist. San Jose Mercury_
News; May 21: Jack O’Keeffe,
lieutenant governor, District 12,
Kiwanis InternatiOnal; May 28:
Albert Benelisha, assistant manager, Bureau of Social, Administration, San Jose; and June 4: Miss
Jariett Andrew, fashion coordinator, Hale’s, San Jose. and Weinstock -Lubin, Sacramento; a n d
Jack Saber, buyer, men’s sportswear, Roos Brod.

O.T. Advisory
Group Meets
Miss Mary D. Booth, head of
the Occupational Therapy Department. returned this week from a
tour of seven hospitals in the Los
Angeles area wheie
itudents
from SJS are receiving their clinical training.
The. 0.17, staff makes regular
visits eVery few months during
which any special problems of students Or hospitals are ironed out.
This
Wig lisith saw 13 student*.
Immediately before the Los
Angeles trip, members of the 0.1’.
Depuartrnent attended a conference at Paso Robles for Clinical
Training Directors. The group
brought back recommendations
made by participants as to what
they would like included in the
preparation of students.

tap

Attends Meeting

Miss Grace Staple, head of the
Nursing Department, recently attended a State Board of Nurse
Eaarrainers meeting. ..in,_Sacra-FOB RENT
mento.
The group discussed Miter% for
Pura. rms. $10-$15 mo. Kitch.
Male std., no drink., amok. CT 3- admission to upper division in
nursing departments, problems of
3308.
faculty, faculty preparatiott and
FOR SALE
state and national records. Fmn
141- Can% Snick, gd. road., new now on the group is scheduled
to meet twice each year.
batt $100. 1-5. 540 N. lit St.
’49 Cad. C,oev., hydro., very cm.
Extras. $695 or will take older car
for equity. CT 5-0602 bfr. 6.

Classified

Smeiwere-sir-regialister. Used 1.
140. CY 3-1938. R. Ferguson
1111 Medal A Ford Resider. Yitiv.
& wh. Cornpl. restored int. & ext.
Ralph Johnson. 15165 Manvell
Ave., L. Altos. WH 8-4849 evenings & weekends.
’SS Nash Rambler. Cony., OD. redin. seats. MOO. CY 7-3259 eyed.
MISCELLANEOUS
Wadi anyesse who pd. Ms tuition
fees of $29.50 during Spring reg.
by .check
against
rblldrawn
ebpm
aC
of American Trust & which
has not been cleared. see Edith,
Bin. 34. or Agnes, Rm. 16.

CRYSTAL cafe
PRIMP RIP
& STEAK DINNERS $1.50
Oties Ivory Nita Except Sunday
42W. SAN

PERNA/100 STIMIT

Caliaway’s Crystal
Creamery

Fountem: 8,ellrfest,

Lunch;

7th & E. Santa Clara

Fine Feed)
Days a Week

Serves
Seven

Breakfast.

Lunch

- Dinner

1610 E. SANTA CLARA
Between 33rd & 34th

tk*

CHICAGO- ( UP)-- Dave Beck
said today his Teamster Union will
open a million dollar -press agent
bureau at Washington to tell "the
true story."

EXCEL LETTER SERVICE
We do Student Work
MIMEOGRAPHING TYPING
STENOGRAPHY - ADDRESSING
Reasonable Rates
HS S. led
CT 11-111118.
If no answer cell CY 1-6209

f
Out Of Tiff Wffil Rest
Dinner
Ilkeelifatt Lunch
BANQUETS A SPECIALTY
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CY 3-1612 On Bayshor N. of Julian

USED BIKES
ENGLISH LIGHTWEIGHTS
solve year will., problems

Beck, en route to Seattle from
Washington where he spent two
day; testifying before the Senate
racket committee, was interviewed by newsmen at Midway Airport.

BECK RAPS COMMITTEE-Dave Beek, bees of the
Teamsters Union, answers questions from nsentbbrs
of the Senate Rackets CoMmittee at a recent session in which he refused to turn over personal
financial records. Beck in ’shown running the gamut
of emotions as he challenges the jurisdiction or the

committee in a hitter attack. The union chief hit
a new high for the number of times he invoked
the fifth ammendinent-a record 65 times. Since
of
IC.
the hearing, Beek Ikea made himself the subject
hot debate-eplitting organized labor in Its attitudes
-International
,over him.

Professors To Attend O.T. Chairman
Finishes Tour
Nursing Education Meet
Three members of the Nursing Department will atend a meeting
of the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education on Nursing Education in San Francisco April 5-6. The meeting will be under
the direction of Miss Faye Abdellah of the United States Public Health
Service.
The group will work on a continuation education program for
supervisors and administrators in hospitals and health agencies which
are connected with college nursing
departments. The program is planned for people who are unable to
take regular college work but who
would benefit from specialized instruction.
A three week course will be set
up for these people which they
must attend for three consecutive
summers. The course will be given
at UCLA for the California Arizona area.
Those attending from the Nitre_Mg Department will be Miss Grace
Staple, head of the depatrrnent,
Miss Carol Keefe, assistant professor of nursing, and Mrs. Helen
P. Stevens, assistant professor of
nursing. Also attending will be
Mrs. Alice Pelletare a n d Mrs.
Ellis Brandt from the Santa Clara
INGRID BERGMAN
... Thrilled County Hospital, and Miss Mae
Heath and Mr,. Barbara Schmidt
from San Jose Hospital.

Ingrid Sleeps
During Oscars

PARIS -March 28--(UP)- Ingrid Bergman took sleeping pills
before she went to bed last night
and slept right through the Holly:04 -Oscar. Awards but _said this
morning she was "thrilled to
death."
Ingrid said she was determined
she would not worry herself sick
nth suspense and went to bed ’
With sleeping Dills and strict
orders at her hotel not to be
disturbed

PLACEMENT CORNER

Placement interviews will continue next Week in the Placement’
Office, Room 100. Details and appointments can be obtained in
that office.
Interviews to be held Monday
are:
Traveler Insurance Co., San
Francisco, from 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
for graduating seniors, any major,
for management trainees or insurance salesmen.
Electrodata, Pasadena, from
9:30 a.m.-12 noon for mechanical
and electrical engineers, physicists
and mathematicians.
Merchant Calculators Inc,, Oakland, front 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. for
electrical and mechanical engineers.
Interview* to be held Tuesday
are:
Arthur Anderson and Co., San
Francleco ,from 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
for accounants.
General Mills The.; San Francisco, from 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. for
trainees in sales, accounting, purchasing and manufacturing.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Three teacher placement interviews will be held next week in
the Placement Office. A number
of California schools are now ac.
cepting applications for teaching
vacancies. Appointments, details
and application forms can be obtained in the Placement Office.
Interviews to be held next week
are: It
Tuesday-La Puente Union High
School.
Friday-San .10M. School District; Hamilton ’Field, Marin
County; and San Diego Unified
School District.

HAVENLY FOODS

Schools now accepting applications for elementary teaching
positions are:
Herloraz Elementary School District, Lassen County: Modesto City
Schools, Modesto: Patterson Elementary School District. Stanis18US County: Arroyo Grande Union
Elementary School, San Luis"bbispo: Muroc Unified School District,
Edwards, Baldwin Park Unified
Schools. Los Angeles County; and
Clark County School District. Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Schools now accepting arinii_
cations for secondary teaching
positions are:
Tamalpais Union ilieh School
District, Mann County; Menteca
Union High School, San Joaquin
County; Coachella Valley Union
High School. Riverside County;
Hayward Alnion High School District. Alameda CoUnty; San Bernardino City Schools; La Puente
Union High School District,. La
Puente; and Livermore Union High
School, Alameda Cunty, in English, speech and homemaking.
Other schools accepting applications are:
Ray Lynigl_Wilkur Junior
,l
oohcSfor
1F
Palo
Alta, h4instructors
in mat heniatics, Engilsh.s o c la 1
studies-mathematics, art-Engliatt;
social sniffles, vocal music -English
social studies, homemaking, vocal
music and instrumental music.
Petaluma City Schools, Sonoma
County. for one kindergarten instructor, two third-grade instructors, one fifth-grade instructor,
one junior high instructor in eighth
grade mathematics and one librarian.
.

Open 7 Days a Week
Breakfast- Leech Dinner
6.10 A M.-6 30 P.M.
Cornet 9th
Walken’

_
Reed Deadline
To Be Monday

Material must baLstibmitted for
consideration by thelteed_staff by
5 p.m. on Monday, Wirt, according to the, staff of the campus
literary magazine. Manuscripts
may be left either in the English
Office, H26, or with Robert Woodward, faculty adviser, in B16.
Jim Leigh, editor, said there is
still space for poems, short stories,
sketches and essays in the magazine. Reed will go on Dale May
15.

MEETINGS

A Phi 0 Will Begin
Easter Car Pool
o’clock

College Redoes. Cemusill. will
meet Sunday. mornbig at 8
at the Student Y. Please be
prompt.
-7-Freshmen Class Camel will
meet Monday at 3:30 pin. In Room
55.
Gamma Alpha Chi e ill meet
next Wednesday at 3-30 p.m. In
Room J105. Important meeting.
All members should attend.
International Relations Club will
meet Tuesday evening at 7:30
(Mock in Room 107. There will
be committee reports for the model
United Nations,
-International Students Organization will meet today at 12:30
p.m. in RoomSD126. There will be
a speech class of foreign students.
Kappa Delta Pt will meet today
in Room 49 of the Education Building for spring pledging. If students
would like to join Kappa Delta Pi
and are not able to be present at
pledging please contact Dr. Rogers
in BI5 sometime today.
Ski Club will meet Teusday In
Room S112 for the last meeting
of the year and for election of
next year’s officers. There will be
refreshments. *
Spartan from the ..Start will
meet today in Room J104 at 3:30
Student
members planning to
attend the NortherIgRegional Conference at Camp Campbell next
weekend must pap their $2 registration fee todit.
Student T will held a social tonight from 8 to 11 p.m. at 205 8:
9th St. It is open to the campus.
Dates are not regiiired.
Pre-Medical Society will meet
Saturday at 9 a.m. In the San Jose
Hospital main lobby.

Book Store Plans
FacultyExhibition
As part of the Centennial celebration, a window display paying
tribute to the literary and artistic
acomplishrnents of SJS faculty
members is planned. by the California Book Co., 134 E. Sin Ferndo St.
Erma H, PfFock, manager of the
company, announced yesterday
that faculty
s are invited
to subm i t metinge.
pa t
published
works, ceramics, or other materials that may be used in the display.

Premeds See Lab
Dr. Robert Dennis, chief pathologist at San Jose Hospital, ’will
conduct members of the Pre-Med
Society through the pathology
laboratory of the hospital tomorrow.
The tour will begin at 9 a.m.
Students attending are asked to
assemble in the main hall of the
hospital at 14th and E. Santa
Clara streets.

Jack Friedenbach was elected
president of Eta Mu Pi, national
honorary business fraternity recently at an election dinner at
Havenly Foods reetaurant.
David Jones, Branch Sales; Manager for Internitiotial Business
Machines. was the guest speaker
for the occasion which named Ron
Ortland and Leland Sweeny vicepresidents; Doug Steele treasurer;
and Ramona Thotpotr, secretary.
P

Open at I P.M.
w41, A "Pensonality"

HOUSE of PIZZA

DELICIOUS GOODIES ,
1 395 Almaden Ave. CY 1.90011
Neu flirt Civic Auditor

Trinity
Episcopal Church
II NORTH SECOND STREET
SUNDAY SERVICES -MARCH 3I
8.00 A.M. Holy Communion
9.30 A.M. Family Service
11:00 AM. Confirmation a n d sermon by bishop Homy H.
,51dres.
Sdor.iel sorvicns in Lent each
Wrrine;day at 7:30 and 10:30 A.M.
Canterbury Club will hold a supper
meeting at 6.30 Sunday at the Youth
Crater. No reservations needd.
Study to he led by Professor Robert
Penestee -

BURBANK CYCLERY
11147 W. SAN CARLOS

IDA’S

The union w81-appropriate $1
million to open a publicity and
public relations bureau at Washington, Beck said, "to tell the true
story to our members and to the
nation."
"If the public is interested" in
Beck’s side of the matter, he said,
"they’ll get it."

0
RENTAL
1021 S. FIRST

Asked whether pe would resign
as president of the Teamsters, in
view of his testimony before the
committee, Beck demanded, "why
should I?"
He said he has received about
50,000 letters and teligrams from
various individuals, "all on my
side."
MeanwhileT- new investigations
Into _handling of union funds were
launched yesterday in the wake
of Senate exposure of alleged mis_
use of Teamsters Union money.
The new investigations, announced while the Senate racket committee hearings are in temporary
recess’, ,gFlije_carried_outly_tbe
House Laker Ctortlittag,- wal the
Labor talpartinent.

CRYSTAL

cafe

Tsar fevirrife "MEETING" Piece
iMaMikik try same MOMS

STEAK &
’PRIME RIB
DINNERS

Are you looking for a ride Imime
r
--Alpha Phi Omega will Mt up a
car pool coordinator in the Student
Union beginning today. It will
run until April 11.
The purpose of the pool is to
retivide rides for conanitiflifg
dents and those seeking rides for
Easter vacation.
Persons interested In learning
more about the car pool may inquire in the _Student Union between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m-

Eta Mu PiElectw

Under New Monegement

Bungalow Fountain

The Medical Advisory Committee for the Occupational Therapy
Department is scheduled to meet
on Tuesday, April 2, at 8:30 p.m.
in Dr. Carl D. Duncan’s of
The group is composed of San
Jose physicians who advise on
policies relating to curriculum and
hospital affiliations. It meet s
twice a year.
The group includes Dr. Robert
Quirmbitch, medical director of the
comittee, Dr. Newell Wood, Dr.
George Waters, Dr. Crowell Beard,
and Dr. Ralph Hayden.
-

The belligerent boss of the million-member union said the committe hearing was "strictly a oneway street," with members asking
all the questions and no chance
for rebuttal or ctioss-examination.

$150

All Dliunirs hided*:
Tossed Green Salad
with Roquefort Dressing
ached Potato
Bar -I-Q Beans
. ,
-TABLE SERVICE Opee Every Nits Essen+ Sun.
42

W. SAN

PIRMANDO

utirs

WHITE AND BLUE
DINNER JACKETS
TUXEDO AND SLUE SUITS
Isclodos, Shirt, Studs, sum
Ti., Cuff Links, Flower.,
Handkerchief and
Cummerbund.
Hours: 11 A.M.-7:30 P.M. Sat. ’fil 6
Thurs. ’til 9, Sun by appointment.
Phone: CY 2-9102-CY 4-6035

IF
you Mine a coffeme44116-Ioniq
after studies rare wondering where
to 90. and if mei: fired of the
"same old places," may we make
suggestion. For the finest cup of
coffee in town- bar none, for the
finest root beer (served in frosty.
cold mug) we recommend . .
LUIGI PAMPERED POODLE
130 Willow St.
Here you can relax and njoy the
greatest barbecue sandwiches in this
area. Here this prosaic hot dog
assumes exotic overtones as the pampered poodle and the rhoueohow.
Also available are steak, ham, roast
beef, and Italian sausage - all so,
yid on Italian rolls (if you so desire).
P.S. This ad is worth l’5c on an Italas sausage sandwich. Tonight or any
night after 6 P.M. (One per customer).

GO TO CHURCH
Wesley Foundation
The Methodist Amiens
14 N. FIFTH STREET

coMer le Sao Jona
CY 4-7254

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
PARTICIPATE IN ITS SUNDAY ACTIVITITtS
9:30 A.M. Kiononia Klass, led by Dr. Harold Crain,
600 P.M. Snack Supper in Wesley Hall, 35c. No
reservations necessary.
7:00 P.M. "The Social Responality of Scientists and
Engineers"-talk by Dr. Norman Glover,
head of Engineering Department of San
Jose State College.
Rev. Dict Ingraham.
Director: Dick Ingrehans, S.D.

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:

.

9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE ...--.--- II:00 A.M.
6:30 P.M.
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE --.-... 7:30 P.M.
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.M.-SUNDAY-KEEN-1470

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
2nd AND SAN ANTONIO
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS,
SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7.30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A

’Cordial Invitation for Every Suert,ly"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9 30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
Spring Quarter’ -Surveying the Old Tesiamrini6:00 P.M. "A Musical Package"- Trial- Quartets,
What He Means to Mn"
THE PINK WILDING
Ird AND SAN ANTONIO
Roler skating party - Friday Eve.- Meet 6-30 P M., Pink Building

